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Adams: The Move Toward Modern Data Management in the Courts

THE MOVE TOWARD MODERN DATA MANAGEMENT
IN THE COURTS
ELDRIDGE ADAMS*

Francis Bacon is said to have observed: "States, as great engines, move
slowly, and are not soon put out of frame."' While government operations
indeed have changed, the pace remains slow. Moving forward slowly, therefore, will be the theme of this article in which changes in the use of modem
data management techniques in the trial courts will be examined. In this
article the term "data management" designates a controlled processing of the
contents of files and reports. With certain reservations "modem methods"
denote automated methods. Usually, but not always, this means that a computer is used. Nonetheless, the article will consider computerized methods
as generally illustrative of modern data management in the courts.
GENERAL PERSPECrIVE OF CoMPUTER USE

On occasion, perhaps too frequently, computers are oversold. They are
not giant brains.2 They are neither thinking machines nor efficient language
translators nor chess masters. Indeed, the most frequent applications of these
machines amount to supporting man by carrying out repetitive and routine
tasks. Freed of such routine activity, man then can increase his creativity
by having more time for higher level tasks.
Computers, like most of man's tools, offer both threat and promise. They
can be oversold and misused, but they can also tie data together in useful
ways. In this regard computers can inelegantly-but accurately-be described
as "electronic skewers." For example, in order to find trial court files that
have certain characteristics a researcher usually must examine all the files
and note the results. Utilizing an effectively designed data processing system,
however, the investigator can pick up the skewer, stick it through the file,
and pull out the desired information.
Thus, in law as in many other fields, some processing can be improved by
use of computers or other data processing aids. If a need exists and if the
processes have certain internal characteristics, computerization can help.
Further, if resources are available to support such help the improvement can
indeed be achieved. Law is a document-oriented system and therefore a
data-centered system, since lawyers constantly deal with papers, files, and
books. Lawyers are responsible for recognizing the similarities represented
by a growing amount of data. This increase in data makes the need for
improvement especially acute, and the advent of the computer has provided
an opportunity to achieve that improvement. Critical use of data by lawyers
requires a law-trained mind backed by experience. However, many uses of

I.
2.

Research Scientist, School of Law, University of California, Los Angeles.
Sir Francis Bacon, English philosopher and statesman (1561-1626).
Those who doubt this should be challenged to write a computer program that will

automatically detect and correct the errors in a computer program.
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such data also involve time-consuming routine tasks, such as locating classes
of documents, copying portions of them, and then proceeding to other
documents in light of the contents of those already examined. Such processes
have the internal characteristics necessary for computer assistance.
Study of the application of data processing to the courts reveals a striking
contrast between the promise of the new technology and what has actually
been done. Paradoxically, technology has been oversold and underused;
capability and use are not matched. Proposals for improving the administration of justice through application of information technology have been
advanced on the ground that it will alleviate delay in the courts. More
broadly, it is suggested that "the systems approach" will have similar beneficial
results. There is indeed much promise in information technology and systems
analysis techniques for reducing the delay problem, but these possibilities
must be viewed in proper perspective. On the other hand, many aspects of
the delay problem have little to do with matters that can be improved by
a computer. Yet, many applications of computer techniques are ignored
because they will not directly reduce problems of delay. The picture presented
in the proposals is too simple. It is more than just a matter of "here is a
need and here is a method; put them together and technology will again
benefit mankind." Many factors preclude such a simple approach.
The administration of justice particularly depends upon information, for
if the quality of information is poor then the quality of administration may
be expected to be poor also. One difficulty plaguing noncomputer systems
is that they are easily overloaded, thereby slowing processing and lessening
the accessibility of the data. Another difficulty is that data are too often
inaccessible; they may be in the wrong file or, for all practical purposes,
buried in the files. The noncomputer system may contain data that are
irrelevant, redundant, or simply incorrect. Other problems abound: data
cannot be compared from one file to another, from one fie to a group, or
from one agency to another. Furthermore, the relation of the data to operational results is unclear and consequently organizations cannot determine if
they are using the data efficiently.
Computing systems, however, can be effective in a variety of applications,
automatically performing repetitive tasks that do not require much judgment.
Examples are matching sentences, copying and editing text, and transmitting
and displaying data. These systems can extract information from a larger
collection of data according to prescribed rules. Once properly programmed,
computing systems are fast and almost error-free. They demand less storage
space and they may also confer prestige. 3
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CoMPuTER-AssIsTED LEGAL RESEARCH

A strong parallel exists between the development of computer-assisted
legal research and computer-based court data management systems. In the
case of legal research, a long time elapsed between the advent of the dream
3. The advantages and disadvantages of computers are considered further in Adams,
A Lawyer's Introduction to Computers, 52 JUDICATuRE 99 (1968).
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and its realization. The realization was accomplished by a group that finally
was able to acquire the resources needed to solve a specific problem.
In 1946 Louis 0. Kelso noted that the practice of law depended on accurate and adequate information, and observed that "the modem lawyer's
4
tools do not enable him to cope with the legal problems that arise today."1
He recommended that an electronic computer operating on microrecords be
considered as an aid in the purely physical aspects of being informed.5 Distinguishing these physical aspects from those that require a lawyer's ability
Kelso pointed out that purely physical factors constitute a great deal of the
6
lawyer's work in acquiring information.
Three years later Lawrence A. Harper similarly urged the legal profession
to better utilize technological developments. Harper pointed out that widespread use could reduce the cost and congestion that might arise with centralized processing.7 Vincent P. Biunno, in 1953, appraised the methods then
available for searching legal literature.8 He considered problems of indexing
and came to three conclusions: first, there was a crisis in the handling of
legal literature that required immediate action; second, existing methods of
searching were inadequate; and finally, a selection method faster than selection by humans was required. 9 Subsequently, the late Robert T. Morgan
made a detailed proposal to the United States Air Force for a legal research
system relying on computer rather than on microrecords.
In 1960 John F. Horty successfully demonstrated a computer-based search
of health law statutes. No microrecords were employed and there was no
indexing; requests were based on words expected to be found in the desired
documents. Horty was successful primarily because his team was knowledgeable about computing systems, and they were funded to solve a particular
problem that seemed to call for computer-aided assistance. Note the crucial
factors: available funding and a problem that needed a solution, rather than
a solution (the computer) in search of a problem.' 0 Today, the full text of
the statutes of all fifty states and the United States Code can be processed
by computer.:"
OTHER APPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY

In the post-World War II era, when so much new technology was available, lawyers considered applying computers to other areas of their work
where such systems and new methods of analysis might be of aid. Lee Loe4. Kelso, Does the Law Need a Technological Revolution?, 18 RocKY MT.L. Rzv. 387,
383 (1946).
5. Id. at 385-88.
6. Id. at 389-92.
7. Harper, Legal Research, Technology and the Future, 24 CALiF. ST. B.J. 104 (1949).
8. Biunno, Searching Legal Literature -An Appraisal of New Methods, 46 L. LitaRy
J. 110 (1953).
9. Id. at 113.
10. For details of the development of this system see Horty, The Lawyer's Viewpoint,
in LAw AND ELECTRONIcS: THE CHALLENGE OF A NEw ERA 91 (Jones ed. 1962).
11. 10 JuRiMmeRics J. 112 (1970).
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vinger anticipated the scientific investigation of legal problems, terming this
area "jurimetrics."'1 2 He listed the following problems to be studied: behavior
of witnesses, judges and legislators; legal language and communication; procedure and records processing; domestic relations; detection and treatment of
aberrants; the law of negligence; and the construction of social indicators. 13
In the ensuing years the quantitative analysis of judicial behavior, the use of
modem formal logic, and changes in the law engendered by new technology
4
have become topics of inquiry.
AUTOMATION IN THE COURrs

An early example of automation in the trial courts was a system instituted
in 1960 in the St. Louis County Probate Court. 6 Using prepunched cards for
approximately 400 possible events in probate processing, the court automatically printed fee statements and minutes. Some years later the developer
of that system observed that the development of the court's own expertise in
automation was important. This conclusion has since been echoed in other
17

courts.'

Also in 1960 a University of California (Los Angeles) committee studying
the application of scientific processes to the administration of justice identified
eight areas suitable for research and convened the first National Law and
Electronics Conference.'" The eight areas were: allowing greater access to
records of trial court actions; increasing the precision of manipulating verbal
symbols; maintaining a running index of matters before the legislature,
including supporting materials; constructing a permanent cumulative legislative history; increasing understanding of legal analysis by a comparative
study of human and "electronic" analysis; establishing fact patterns in a given
field of law and correlating them with experts' issue analysis; combining
automatic translation with automatic abstracting to produce a foreign law
journal; studying the efficiency of research techniques and their economic
aspects; and accumulating data relating to arbitration decisions. Throughout
these recommendations ran the theme of using a computer system to assist
in the gathering, storing, correlating, and reporting of relevant data.
Professor Edgar A. Jones, the committee chairman, emphasized that trial
court action should be made more readily available. Observing that over

12. Loevinger, Jurimetrics: The Next Step Forward,33 MINN. L. Rxv. 455 (1949).
13. Id. at 484-88.
14. For more history see Lawlor, Information Technology and the Law, in 3 ADVANCES
IN COMPTms 299 (Alt. ed. 1962); Harris, Judicial Decision Making and Computers, 12
Vii.. L. REv. 272 (1967).
15. The systematic nature of courts and the complexity of court organization, documentation, and document-flow make application of automation and system analysis effective.
This subject is more fully covered in E. ADAMS, CouRTs AND Comprs (in press).
16. This court is located in Clayton, Mo.
17. Sheets, Comments on Data Processing, in PROc rsnNGS OF TiE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
or TRIAL COURT ADImNIsTRAToRs 11 (1966).
18. Proceedings of the conference are reported in L4w AND EL.CTONICs THE CALLENGE OF A Naw ERA (Jones ed. 1962).
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ninety-nine per cent of the trial court decisions are never appealable or
published, Jones noted that trial court law (in the sense of what these
courts are doing) cannot, as a practical matter, be known and that computing
technology could overcome this limitation. If theory and practice differed,
they might be reconciled through these new techniques.19
In November 1960 System Development Corporation (SDC) began investigating the possible application of computing systems to legal problems
and assigned the author to direct that effort. Investigations into court applications were begun in the spring of 1961 and were conducted in the Los
20
Angeles Superior Court on a part-time basis.
The proximity and size of the Los Angeles Superior Court made it an
excellent vehicle for study of the problem of access to trial court data. The
several locations of the court, its specialized departments, its general jurisdiction, and its workload all were factors making this court useful for a study of
this type. At the same time, however, these factors complicated the effort.
In May 1961 three areas were investigated to determine the feasibility of
more extensive studies that have since been undertaken. The areas were
processing of civil files, preparation of statistical reports, and analysis of
records in the Conciliation Court.
Regarding the civil files, the investigators conducted a brief survey of the
methods used in filing, indexing, and maintaining each case file from the
initiation of pleading to final disposition. The survey revealed that even
minimal application of machine data processing techniques to this process
could provide improved indexing and would assist in making statistical
reports. In conciliation questions, methods were sought whereby marriage
counselors could gain more meaningful, immediate, and material access to the
data they collect and rely upon. Again it appeared that a simple data
processing capability would yield data not otherwise economically obtainable.
Improved analysis of the contents of myriad documents appeared to be a
primary need of the court. The court processes documents that are originated,
extracted, copied, transmitted, edited, indexed, examined, analyzed, stored,
collated, and bound. Therefore, the nature of documents-their flow, origin,
an effect-was a major area of concern in this phase of the study. Since the
study was an investigation of but three areas of the court it was felt that a
pervasive study of the entire court was important prior to mounting in-depth
studies of any specific areas.
In April 1962 the presiding judge of the Los Angeles Superior Court
appointed a data processing committee, 21 which undertook such a study.22
Without a complete survey of all departments of the court it was felt that
important factors might be overlooked, integration of similar operations
neglected, and that suboptimization would thus result. Specifically, the com19. It was this interest in Professor Jones' work that induced the author to study the
court system. I would like to acknowledge my debt to him.
20. Mr. George Champion assisted the author in this effort.
21. Judge Richard F. C. Hayden was chairman. Professor Jones and the author were
lay members. The presiding judge was the Honorable McIntyre Faires.
22. The author conducted the study with time and expenses paid by SDC. Then, as
now, money from outside sources principally supported court projects.
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mittee thought that if a pilot study were started in one area its ultimate
interaction with other areas should be known in advance. The study,
conducted on a part-time basis, was completed in 1963.
Subsequent progress appears to have been limited. The 1963 report
envisioned a pilot data processing effort in one area of the court and eventually an integrated system, but today the court utilizes automation in only
a few areas. Major efforts have awaited federal funding, just as the 1961-1963
studies depended on outside support by SDC. Some of the reasons why
application of data processing has been inhibited in the Los Angeles
Superior Court and other courts will be discussed later, it should be noted
that more extensive use of computer technology was possible in 1963, just as
it is today.
The District of Columbia Court of General Sessions has experienced a
different history. In late 1963 the court acquired a small computer chiefly
to process parking violations. Later, domestic relations accounting and a
criminal index and docket applications were added. Initially, dockets were
printed daily; later they were printed monthly to eliminate many interim
hand entries made to update the dockets. In early 1967 a larger computer
was acquired, which enabled the court to collect more criminal data and to
print the continued calendar. Updating of the computer record of criminal
cases was also also implemented. In early 1968 machine capacity was again
increased. The new capability is exemplified by the fact that the court now
processes fifty per cent more traffic notices in less than half the time than
23
it did three years ago.

It is especially significant that this court has its own computing staff and
computer. Courts that possess their own computing facilities and staff seem
23. Currently the computing section of the District of Columbia Court of General
Sessions performs the following operations (list extracted from the 1969 report of the chief
judge):
Traffic. Provides a record of all parking tickets (763,925) last year; audits tickets to
verify that all tickets in a book have actually been turned in and that none have been
destroyed; records all payments made as required by the ticket; if payment is not made,
automatically mails notice of intent to issue warrant ten days after issuance of ticket
to registered owner of vehicle (202,541 last year); ten days later, automatically prepares
arrest warrant (121,107 last year); if ticket is paid with bad check, issues special traffic
violation warrant; twice weekly furnishes to police department list of all persons on whom
warrants have been issued who subsequently paid collateral; reports annually to State
Department all diplomatic vehicle parking tickets issued; reports four times a year to the
police department on tickets issued to persons from other states (grouped by states, tag
number, and locations of offenses); prepares monthly activity report to police department on the number of moving and parking tickets issue by each police officer.
Domestic Relations. Reports daily alimony payments received by court (approximately
75,000 per year) and writes checks to persons entitled to alimony, maintenance, or support;
reports daily to domestic relations branch on persons who are in arrears on alimony payments; maintains attorney escrow account and writes checks for attorneys when due; furnishes to domestic relations branch a list of all persons on welfare who receive alimony and
the amounts received.
Criminal. Prepares daily index (which includes charges, continued dates, bail status,
dispositions, et cetera) and cumulative master index; prints jury and nonjury calendars one
week in advance of trial date; prepares monthly a complete docket of all cases; compiles
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to best utilize their computers.2 4 Should such work be performed by another
agency, two consequences may be expected: first, computer runs will probably
not be made on time (for example, to an executive department a tax run
will have priority over most court applications); and second, the outside
computing staff will be unfamiliar with court operations and will likely
misunderstand a court's request even for simple reports. Neither of these
consequences is speculative-both are based on the experience gained from
other courts that have not had the foresight to maintain their own staffs and
facilities. A court that is responsible for its operations should have control
over them. This is especially true concerning data processing operations.
A recent survey revealed that nineteen of thirty participating trial courts
had used computers. Twelve of the courts used computers in jury administration and for seven this was the only application. 25 If punch-card machines
are considered, a larger list of courts using automation results, including
courts in twenty-two states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the
26
federal courts.
In general, these applications have simple characteristics from a data
processing point of view. Most of the processing has the following features:
(1) A relatively simple file of records is maintained including:
data about each juror in order of voter affidavit number, data about tickets
in order of ticket number, data about attorneys' schedules in order of bar
registration number, data about cases in order of case number, type of
case, and jurisdiction.

statistics for management purposes (including elapsed time from charge to disposition, percentages of cases disposed and not disposed of, cases three month old or older, number of
persons rearrested while on bond); lists all defendants against whom attachments or bench
warrants are outstanding.
Other. Prepares landlord-tenant disputes index (approximately 170,000 per year) by
both plaintiff and defendant; prepares weekly index of court reporter transcripts (date
transcript requested, pages completed, pages not yet completed, et cetera).
24. E.g., D.C. Ct. [Gen] Sess., and Cir. Ct., Cook County, Ill.
25. The survey was conducted by Alvin L. Short, Court Administrator, District Court,
Second Judicial Dist., Denver, Colo.
26. The following applications of automated data processing are now found in the
courts: jury administration, traffic ticket administration, calendaring, index preparation,
statistical reports preparation, behavioral analysis (e.g., complaint patterns of couples
seeking reconciliation; factor analysis of background and parole risk), accounting, processing probate minute orders, and statutory search. More refined categories under four of
these headings may illustrate the possibilities: Jury Administration: selection of panels and
juries, printing of notices to appear for examination or service, processing of payments to
jurors, printing of certificates of service, preparation of analyses of jury administration for
internal court use; Traffic Ticket Administration: auditing tickets issued to police, listing
missing tickets, recording all tickets and their status, listing of all payments received, issuance
of notices to those who have not responded to citation, issuance of warrants, reporting
tickets with common tag numbers; Calendaring: maintaining attorneys' schedules, listing
open cases, printing cumulative and monthly totals of filings; reinstatements; and dispositions, listing of cases under advisement for more than a prescribed period, reporting age
of cases, measured from various events; Accounting: reporting daily all alimony payments
received, reporting daily those in arrears on payment, maintaining escrow accounts and
writing checks, listing all who receive alimony and are also on welfare.
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(2) The file is processed in order, with some skipping (as in selecting
jurors).
(3) A notice, warrant, list, check, or report is printed as the file is
processed, with some simple analysis, cumulative totals, and the like.
PROBLEMS IN AUTOMATING

Despite the relatively simple characteristics of court applications of
automated data processing, the proper design, development, and implementation of court computer systems are not simple tasks that can be accomplished
overnight. Data processing systems involve not only machines, but also programs that dictate what the machines do, operators, a programming staff,
maintenance personnel, extensive documentation, communication with the
system's user, data gathering, and report production.
Extensive documentation must be maintained in a programming facility.
For example, use of two widely used programming systems requires the
acquisition and maintenance of approximately two dozen documents. Several
of these are devoted to programming languages; some are introductory in
nature; others describe equipment and its operation or describe specialized
programs; still others are devoted to the management of data; and some are
indexes and bibliographies to the other documents.
It is apparent that an organization can have the best computers and still
not do its job. It is seriously erroneous to talk about "putting something
in the machine" or "what a computer can do." Computers do nothing without
people, programs, and a correct approach. For example, computers do not
solve the calendar control problem, although they can provide information
to aid in its solution. It is people, such as judges acting on the supplied
information, who attack the problems. Furthermore, men are behind the
machines. One clerk in a certain jurisdiction quite seriously suggested that
judges be replaced by machines. Such a suggestion is ridiculous; it overlooks
the fact that it is not the machine alone that does the processing and it
implies that a programmer will decide, before the fact, how judgments are
to be rendered. Even a judge could probably not specify the detailed instructions necessary for a machine to decide the cases that might come before a
court and give those instructions prior to the time of hearing. Thus, "machine
justice," according to present standards of justice, is practically impossible.
Furthermore, there would not be machine justice but rather decision by a
programmer in advance of trial.
Data collection for an automated system has peculiar characteristics. Some
of these are occasioned by the need for transcription, which arises because
most machines cannot directly process the written documents normally found
in courts. Either special types of documents must be devised or the data
contained in documents must be transcribed into a form that can be
processed by machine (such as holes in a punch card) or both. Transcription
directly from court forms was found to be unsatisfactory in the District of
Columbia Court of General Sessions because the forms were not available for
normal use during the transcription process. Accordingly, that court developed
what has been called "the control point approach" under which court forms
that contain data to be transcribed flow past a control point where the data
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/flr/vol23/iss2/4
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are transferred to another form by specially trained personnel. An advautage
of using specialists (as in the control point approach) is that they will
probably detect error contained in the original document. Although some
automatic checking is also possible, such verification is normally utilized only
to detect elementary errors such as mismatching of plaintiff's identities and
case numbers or an apparently incorrect order of events. Of course, more
modern equipment will allow the data to be transcribed at the control point
directly into a form that may be processed by a machine. For example, a
remote terminal might be used at the control point.
The labor necessary to implement a data processing system is often underestimated, sometimes even by those who must accomplish this task. In general,
the following steps are involved: organization, equipment, selection, site
preparation, design, planning the conversion process, programming, and
testing and conversion.
Organization for these tasks involves developing a plan, hiring needed
personnel, and setting conventions and standards for documentation and
design. Equipment selection includes a survey of available equipment and
software; ascertaining delivery times and financing; preliminary selection of
a restricted set of alternatives; final selection of equipment; and ordering of
the equipment. Site preparation comprises design of the site, its preparation,
and installation of equipment, while design includes specification of output,
input, processes and files, and if necessary the design of printed output forms.
The conversion plan will involve file conversion as well as planning
parallel operations, including consideration of phasing personnel from old to
new operations, removal of equipment, and the like. Programming encompasses flowcharting, coding, design of tests, and documentation. Testing and
conversion include tests of the new system and its parallel operation, evaluation and modification of the new system, termination of the old system, and
further preparation of documentation.
Numerous methods-called programming languages-are available for
expressing the statements necessary to control computers. Some of these
languages are obeyed by the machine directly, but generally they are difficult
to understand by a person unfamiliar with the details of the process. Other
languages, developed to overcome this difficulty, permit a more English-like
description of the process. However, no suitable program has apparently
been developed for presentation to a judge or court administrator (unless
he happens to have a specialized knowledge of programming) that will easily
familiarize him with the processes that are to be carried out by the program.
As previously discussed, documentation of computer-based systems is
needed to specify the output report, the input data, and the process that
produces the output reports from the input data. A criterion for such
documentation is that it clearly specify the system to responsible court officials and to its programming staff, including new programmers. Experience
indicates that several problems arise when this criterion is not met. First, the
court simply cannot control its processes because their nature has not been
clearly specified. This may be especially true when the nature of the process
is reported to the judicial administrator in data processing terms. Second, the
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 1971
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processes may be inadequate because judicial processes and the intent of the
judicial administrator are usually not clear to a data processing specialist
new to the court. Third, an employee who has written a program may not
be available when the program needs correction or modification, and the lack
of his knowledge of the programs may cause confusion. Therefore, specifications of programs should be as clear as possible to aid a programmer new
to the court.
One of the more common English-like program languages designed to
obviate such problems is Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL),
which has been used in court data processing systems in Colorado and Kansas
City, Missouri. COBOL has the advantages of being "natural" and widely
known. Thus, a replacement programmer is not likely to require training
in the language. Furthermore, although COBOL requires a considerable
amount of documentation, it is in many respects a self-documenting language.
Nonetheless, COBOL falls short of being ideal in several respects.2 7 To overcome these shortcomings, specialized data management systems have been
developed.28 Some are designed for searching files, but may be restricted in
the types of files they can process; others translate from specialized languages
into COBOL. Most systems require the programmer to specify the file
organization in detail; however, one does not.29 Some systems are designed
for ad hoc searches and report writing that are carried out as the user types
his instruction. In a sense, these systems bypass the need for programming.30
Whether most courts will use their own specialized systems, a general language
such as COBOL, or a set of several such systems is presently unsettled.
The complexity of moving to these new techniques is often underestimated
by both court administrators and technicians. Technicians, like the public at
large, may be expected not to understand the functions of either the law or
the courts. Yet many courts are turning to outside technical help - help
supplied from persons who may be unfamiliar with court operations.
A personal experience may well illustrate this point. The author was
approached by a court administrator whose data processing system was under
development. The system was faced with a variety of problems stemming
primarily from lack of communication between the administrator and the
agency performing the development. Since the court had an employee with
programming experience, it was suggested that he oversee the project and
provide a much needed link between the two organizations. The author
worked with this employee who took charge of the development. Gradually,
however, the employee was diverted more and more to his other tasks, and
the system's development suffered accordingly. The administrator never
learned the importance of having computer expertise on his own staff (with
time allotted to the exercise of that expertise) and seriously underestimated
the investment required of his staff and others.
27. E.g., although COBOL provides a greater degree of clarity, it does so at the expense
of repetitive writing.
28. E.g., GIS, Mark IV, MADAM, DS.

29. MADAM.
30.

E.g., DS.
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Another reason why courts have moved forward slowly is that they are
not organized to exploit complex technology. Many courts are run by committee, and elections of presiding judges occur frequently. Consequently,
program emphasis frequently shifts. Computer system development meanwhile requires steady direction for several years. While the pace of technological development in general is geared to the long range, judges and court
administrators are concerned with day-to-day problems. How an everchanging court government that must deal with short-range problems can
organize itself to deal with long-range projects is a serious problem for the
courts.
One corporate executive suggests being "ruthlessly hard-nosed about the
practicality of every system, every program, and every report." 3' 1 He recommends that current systems be working well before automating, that one turn
to outsiders3 2 who should plan every detail in advance, and that any computer
specialist who is hired should work in the organization two weeks every year.
Finally, he recommends that a new automated system be operated parallel
to the old system until even the nonexperts believe the automated system
is working. He writes: "I've never known a company seriously injured by
automating too slowly, but there are some classic cases of companies bank33
rupted by computerizing prematurely."
CONCLUSION

The government of our trial courts is inherited from the rural circuit
rider of a bygone era when keeping records was simple, and court involvement
in technological matters was unimportant. Today, however, such involvement
is very important, and if courts turn to automation they must be involved
in the process and must control it. Otherwise, the two results that were
described earlier will occur: a process different from what was desired will
likely eventuate, and results will not be on schedule because other agencies
will get priority. Nonetheless, a properly implemented data processing system
will not only justify the probable difficulties in developing it but also it
will likely prove an utter necessity if present court trends continue.

31. R. TOWNSEND, UP THE ORGANIZATION 36 (1970).
32. This advice stems from industrial experience that presumably the computer experts
may know a great deal about the company's operations.
33. R. TOWNSEND, supra note 31, at 37.
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